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The Editor learns how librarians are made. III 2:28-30 F ’54
The Editor visits Burgess Library. II 2:29-31 F ’53
The Editor visits Columbiana. I 3:26-29 M ’52
The Editor visits Special Collections. I 2:28-31 F ’52
The Editor visits the Brander Matthews Dramatic Museum. V 2:17-21 F ’55
The Editor visits the Director of Libraries. IV 2:37-39 F ’55
The Editor visits the East Asiatic Library. III 1:29-32 N ’53
The Editor visits the Law Library. II 3:26-29 M ’53
The Editor visits the Medical Library. II 1:28-30 N ’52
Editor’s comment on the Golding manuscript [A morall fabletalke]. IX 1:24-25 N ’59
Friendship without a price tag. I 2:1 F ’52
From sea-serpents to science: The Editor visits the Historical Map Collection. VIII 1:3-7 N ’58
General Buell’s letter about the Battle of Shiloh. XI 1:49 N ’61
History-makers on the campus. II 2:1 F ’53
A library is people. II 1:1 N ’52
Marco Polo, Mr. Gladstone, and other Buddhas. V 1:3 N ’55
Moncrieffe’s stockings. I 3:3 M ’52
The Northwest Passage. XIX 3:14-29 M ’70
Personalities in the Columns: The first decade. XI 2:5-13 F ’62
A physician of old New York. VI 1:25-30 N ’56
The pursuit of freedom. VI 1:3 N ’54
Records of a friendship. VII 1:3 N ’57
The typography of the Columns. IX 3:42-43 M ’60
The vanishing art of railway travel. VII 2:3 F ’58
The vicissitudes of books. III 3:1 M ’54
“The war upset everybody.” XX 2:16-23 F ’71
Windows to the East. VIII 2:3 F ’59
—and Charles W. Mixer. In memoriam: Melvin Loos. XX 2:48-49 F ’71
see also Wells, Henry W.

Prentis, Edmund A. The King’s College Room. X 2:37-43 F ’61

Price, Cecil. The Columbia manuscript of The School for Scandal. XI 1:25-29 N ’61

Price, Miles O.
Kenneth A. Lohf and Eugene P. Sheehy

PRINTING—KOREA
The discovery in “The monastery of the Buddha land.” Gari K. Ledyard. XVI 3:3-9 M ’67
Korean type. Howard P. Linton. III 1:33-35 N ’53

Puehler, Christoph. Woodcut from Christoph Puehler’s book on practical geometry (1563). illus. XVII 2:29 F ’68

Pulitzer, Joseph, Jr. The fortieth anniversary of the Pulitzer Prizes. VI 3:3 M ’57

PULITZER PRIZE AWARDS

[Pulitzer Prize issue.] VI 3:1-46 M ’57

Quackenbush, Robert M. Woodcut for James Fenimore Cooper’s The Pilot (1968). illus. XVIII 2:36 F ’69

Quimby, Edith H. The Marie Curie correspondence with Marie Mattingly Meloney. XI 2:14-29 F ’62

RACKHAM, ARTHUR

Arthur Rackham. Martin Birnbaum. VI 1:8-16 N ’56
The Arthur Rackham Centenary. Kenneth A. Lohf. XVII 2:43-45 F ’68
Arthur Rackham’s paint box. illus. XVII 3:26 M ’68
Building the Arthur Rackham Collection. Sarah B. Latimore. VI 1:17-24 N ’56
Design for a witch’s costume. illus. IX 2:39 F ’60
Drawing for “Jack and the Beanstalk.” illus. V 3:26 M ’56
“Try to look like a witch!” Barbara Edwards. XVII 3:3-7 M ’68

Racz, Andre. An etching entitled “Jonah.” illus. XVIII 3:48 M ’69
An etching of mother with child for Gabriel Mistral’s Poemas de las Madres. illus. XX 3:50 M ’71


RAILROADS

Railway material in the Columbia Libraries. Ernest W. Williams, Jr. VII 2:25-31 F ’58 (Erratum VII 3:56 M ’58)
The vanishing art of railway travel. [Dallas Pratt] VII 2:3 F ’58
Ramer, James D. The new Engineering Library: A picture section. XI 2:40–44 F '62

Random House
Colophon page in Voltaire’s *Candide* published by Random House in 1928 and illustrated by Rockwell Kent. illus. XX 1:43 N ’70
Random House; or fun and profit in the search for excellence. William B. Liebmann. XX 2:3–15 F ’71

Rank, Otto

Rauschenberg, Robert
Dante through three artists’ eyes. Peppino G. Mangravite. XV 1:17–27 N ’65

Rebay, Luciano, tr. *see* Da Ponte, Lorenzo

Reference Department
“A spot of brightness.” Isadore G. Mudge. IX 3:14–20 M ’60


Reisch, Gregorius. Woodcut map of the Western Hemisphere from Reisch’s *Margarita Filosofica* (1599). illus. XVIII 2:33 F ’69

Revere, Paul. 1777 bond, with Paul Revere plate revisions. illus. XII 2:35 F ’63

Reynolds, Sir Joshua. Oil portrait of the Right Honorable George Grenville. illus. XII 2:33 F ’63

Ridgely, J. V. Whitman, Emerson and friend. X 1:15–19 N ’60

Robinson, Jethro. The Hart Crane Collection. IV 2:3–7 F ’55

Rogers, Isaiah
The recently discovered diaries of Isaiah Rogers. Denys Peter Myers. XVI 1:25–31 N ’66

Roosevelt, Franklin D. Letter to Dean Virginia C. Gildersleeve, 28 February 1945. illus. XIV 1:29 N ’64

Roosevelt, Franklin D.
Signed photograph of President Roosevelt with the United States Delegation to the United Nations in March, 1945. illus. XIV 1:33 N ’64

Rosario, Rubén del. The letter “H” from *ABC de Puerto Rico* (1968). illus. XX 1:32 N ’70
Kenneth A. Lohf and Eugene P. Sheehy

ROSS, JOHN
John Howard Payne: Friend of the Cherokees. Thurman Wilkins. XII 1:3–11 N ’62

RUEFF, JACOB
The role of the midwife: A sixteenth century obstetric text. Harold Speert. XVIII 3:17–30 M ’69

RUSSIA—HISTORY—SOURCES
New tools for the study of Soviet Russia. Alexander Dallin. VIII 2:16–23 F ’59

RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN ARCHIVE
Columbia’s dynamic archive of Russian history and culture. Philip E. Mosely. VII 2:32–36 F ’58
Columbia’s new treasure-house of Russian history. Philip E. Mosely. II 2:17–21 F ’53

Saffron, Morris H. A famous fifteenth century pilgrimage to the Holy Land. XIX 2:3–12 F ’70

SALZER, BENJAMIN

SAMUELS, JACK HARRIS
In memoriam: Jack Harris Samuels. XVI 1:47 N ’66

SANTAYANA, GEORGE
The “George Santayana Collection.” Daniel Cory. V 2:23–25 F ’56

SAVONAROLA, HIERONYMUS
Woodcut depicting Savonarola in his study, from Libro della Semplicità (1496). illus. XX 1:47 N ’70

SCHATZBEHALTER DER WAHREN REICHTUMER DES HEILS
The Master [Michael Wolgemut] and his “Treasury;” A gift from the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable Trust. Kenneth A. Lohf. XX 2:24–33 F ’71

SCHERMAN, HARRY
Photograph of Harry Scherman in the yard of his home in Bernardsville, New Jersey. illus. XVI 3:30 M ’67

Coptic papyri. VIII 3:21–23 M ’59
SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SERVICE LIBRARY

The Editor learns how librarians are made. Dallas Pratt. III 2:28-30 F '54

SCOTT, SIR WALTER

Scott's sixpenny public. Coleman O. Parsons. XVI 2:13-21 F '67

SEIDL, ANTON

Richard Wagner's apostle to America—Anton Seidl (1850-1898). Edward W. Lerner. VIII 2:24-32 F '59

SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM

Title-page of the Third Folio, 1663. illus. X 1:36 N '60

SHANK, RUSSELL


SHERIDAN, RICHARD BRINSLEY

The Columbia manuscript of The School for Scandal. Cecil Price. XI 1:25-29 N '61

SHILOH, BATTLE OF


General Buell's letter about the Battle of Shiloh. Dallas Pratt. XI 1:49 N '61

General Buell's version of Shiloh. Eric McKitrick. X 2:3-5 F '61


SHÔTOKU, EMPRESS OF JAPAN


SMITH, DAVID EUGENE

A family portrait of "U.D." Helen E. McAleer. X 3:19-35 M '61

A history of library friends and the Phoenix story of Columbia. Mary C. Hyde. XX 3:3-15 M '71

SMITH (DAVID EUGENE) COLLECTION

Islamic manuscripts in the Columbia Libraries. A. Süheyl Ünver. VIII 3:31-35 M '59

Capturing the passing show: Columbia's resources for theatrical research. Henry W. Wells. IX 3:21-28 M '60

Special Collections Division
Columbia's "Special Collections": Its history and a glance ahead. Roland Baughman. XIV 2:18-25 F '65
The Editor visits Special Collections. Dallas Pratt. I 2:28-31 F '52
We use our Special Collections. Helene G. Baer. IV 3:36-40 M '55

Speert, Harold. The role of the midwife: A sixteenth century obstetric text. XVIII 3:17-30 M '69

Stanhope, Hester Lucy, Lady

Starr, Louis M. Allan Nevins at eighty. XX 1:3-9 N '70

Stefan, Peter
The Master [Michael Wolgemut] and his "Treasury;" A gift from the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable Trust. Kenneth A. Lohf. XX 2:24-33 F '71

Stein, Gertrude. Opening page of A Village (1928), showing one of the lithographs by Elie Lascaux. illus. XX 3:53 M '71

Steinbeck, John. Title-page from Dutch underground edition of The Moon is Down. illus. VIII 3:36 M '59

Stettheimer, Florine. Sketch by Florine Stettheimer of a costume for a "major-domo eccentric dancer." illus. XVII 1:40 N '67

Stevenson, Robert Louis. A mock trial. XVII 2:21-26 F '68

Stevenson, Robert Louis
A literary joke by R. L. S.: Interpretation and commentary. Louis L. Cornell. XVII 2:16-20 F '68

Stoeffler, Joannes. Woodcuts of the twelve months from Joannes Stoeffler's Calendarium Romanum Magnum (1518). illus. XIX 1:38-39 N '69

Storm, Colton. The friendly libraries: [The William Wilson Papers at the University of Michigan.] II 3:2-7 M '53

Stothard, Thomas. Oil sketch of Lady Macbeth in the sleep-walking scene. illus. XVI 2:34 F '67

Stoudt, John Joseph. A neglected genius of colonial Pennsylvania. XV 1:9-16 N '65
STRONG, Austin
Austin Strong—playwright, artist, seaman. William B. Liebmann. XIX 2:13–24 F ’70


AL-SUFI, ABD-AL-RAHMAN
Visions of a Persian star-gazer. Hugh Macdonald. XVIII 1:16–23 N ’68

SULLIVAN, LOUIS HENRY

Swenson, Arnold H. A Columbian anthology. I 3:17–21 M ’52

Swezey, Kenneth M. Nikola Tesla at Columbia: Tesla-Johnson correspondence revives a famous association. XI 3:3–8 M ’62

SWIFT, JONATHAN


Taft, Jessie. The Otto Rank Collection, and its relation to Freud and psychoanalysis. VII 1:18–23 N ’57

TAMMANY SOCIETY

TANAKA, MITSUO
Photograph with Grayson Kirk and Ryusaku Tsunoda. illus. VII 3:53 M ’58

TERRY, ALTHA E.
Meet Columbia’s supervising librarians! Richard H. Logsdon. V 3:20–21 M ’56

TESLA, NIKOLA
Photograph of Nikola Tesla demonstrating an experiment in his laboratory for Mark Twain and Joseph Jefferson. illus. XVIII 3:40 M ’69
Kenneth A. Lohf and Eugene P. Sheehy

Theater—History—Sources
Capturing the passing show: Columbia's resources for theatrical research. Henry W. Wells. IX 3:21-28 M '60

Thomas, William. Plan and elevation of a hunting seat from William Thomas's Original designs in architecture (1783). illus. XIV 3:57 M '65

Thorburn, Archibald. Illustration for William Beebe's Monograph of the Pheasants. illus. XV 1:47 N '65

Tod, George. Plate from George Tod's Plans, Elevations and Sections of Hot-houses, Green-houses... (1807). illus. XIV 1:33 N '65

Tong, Te-Kong. From the Empress Dowager to Columbia: A benefaction. XVI 2:22-30 F '67
The tortoise shell which set off a mighty chain reaction. XVI 3:10-18 M '67

Transportation—History

Trautman, Ray L. Melvil Dewey and the 'Wellesley half-dozen.' III 2:9-13 F '54

Trelawny, Edward John

Type—Wooden Type
Specimen of wooden types from William H. Page Wood Type Co. illus. X 3:44 M '61

Tzu-Hsi, Empress Dowager of China
From the Empress Dowager to Columbia: A benefaction. Te-Kong Tong. XVI 2:22-30 F '67

Underground Literature

United States—Civil War
Civil War morale-building: Songs and pictorial envelopes. Patricia De Georges. XIX 3:30-39 M '70
Letters from the field: The Civil War at first hand. Coman Leavenworth. XIII 2:3-15 F '64
Universities—France

French universities and the pursuit of freedom. Pierre Donzelot. IV 1:9-12 N ’54

Unterecker, John E. “... A piece of pure invention”: A Hart Crane episode. XV 3:3-9 M ’66

Untermeyer, Louis. The Pulitzer Prizes: Poetry Awards. VI 3:40-42 M ’57

Ünver, A. Süheyl. Islamic manuscripts in the Columbia Libraries. VIII 3:31-35 M ’59

Upper Mantle Project see International Upper Mantle Project

Utamaro, Kitagawa. A woodblock print, “Picking Mulberry Leaves.” illus. XV 3:39 M ’66

Valency, Maurice. The love song of Dante Alighieri. XIV 2:3-4 F ’65

Page from Maurice Valency’s own rehearsal copy of his adaptation of Jean Giraudoux’s The Madwoman of Chaillot. illus. XVIII 2:40 F ’69

Van Derpool, James G. Chance encounters at Avery. I 1:18-20 Fall ’51

The Francis Henry Leneygon memorial room. VII 3:40-46 M ’58

Manhattan cavalcade, 1625-1860. VI 2:26-40 F ’57

A restoration problem at Hamilton Grange. IV 2:11-23 F ’55

Van Derpool, James G.

Meet Columbia’s supervising librarians! Richard H. Logsdon. V 3:11-13 M ’56

Van Doren, Mark. I found myself in a library. I 1:2-4 Fall ’51

Recollections of Robert Frost. XII 3:3-6 M ’63

Why I am presenting my papers to Columbia. IX 2:3-6 F ’60

Van Doren, Mark

Mark Van Doren at work. Charles W. Everett. IX 2:18-21 F ’60

Vietor, Alexander O. The Cassini planisphere of 1696. VIII 1:8-13 N ’58

(Erratum VIII 2:46 F ’59)

Vincent of Beauvais


Voltaire, Françoise Marie Arouet de

Voltaire jottings. Diana Guiragossian. XIV 2:11-17 F ’65
Wagner, Richard
Richard Wagner's apostle to America—Anton Seidl (1850-1898). Edward W. Lerner. VIII 2:24-32 F '59

Wald, Lillian D.
A friendship: Pro Bono Publico. William B. Liebmann. XVIII 1:10-15 N '68

Walton, Octavia
Miss Octavia's autograph album and Edgar Allan Poe. XVII 2:8-15 F '68


Washington, George
Washington's manuscript diaries for 1795 and 1798. Roland Baughman. IV 2:32-35 F '55

Watkins, Thomas T. "MacDowell is our man." XIX 1:18-25 N '69

Webster, Jerome P. The story of a plastic surgery library. I 1:9-17 Fall '51

Webster Library of Plastic Surgery
The story of a plastic surgery library. Jerome P. Webster. I 1:9-17 Fall '51

'Wellesley Half-Dozen'
Melvil Dewey and the 'Wellesley half-dozen.' Ray L. Trautman. III 2:9-13 F '54
More reminiscences of the 'Wellesley half-dozen.' III 2:14-17 F '54

Capturing the passing show: Columbia's resources for theatrical research. IX 3:21-28 M '60

—and Dallas Pratt. Spirits, poets and poetry in the Thomas S. Jones Collection. II 2:16-20 M '53

West, Rebecca
Crayon portrait by Elizabeth Bry. illus. XX 3:44 M '71

Westervelt, Leonidas. Scenes from the play, Rally Round the Flag. illus. XV 1:45 N '65

White, Carl M. Introduction [to the Columns]. I 1:1 Fall '51
Preface by the librarians: the greatest gift of all. III 1:1-2 N '53
University libraries are indispensable too. I 2:17-21 F '52
WHITMAN, WALT
Whitman, Emerson and friend. J. V. Ridgely. X 1:15-19 N '60


Wilcox, Darthula. Remember Diddie, Dumps and Tot? IV 3:3-13 M '55

Wilkins, Thurman. John Howard Payne: Friend of the Cherokees. XII 1:3-11 N '62

Williams, Ernest W., Jr. Railway material in the Columbia Libraries. VII 2:25-31 F '58 (Erratum VII 3:56 M '58)

WILLIAMSON, WILLIAM L.

Wilson, Howard P. Norton’s ingredients for success. XVIII 2:3-15 F '69

WILSON, WILLIAM
The friendly libraries: [The William Wilson Papers at the University of Michigan.] Colton Storm. II 3:2-7 M '53

Wilson, Woodrow. Letter from Woodrow Wilson to John Bates Clark, 26 August 1887. illus. XIV 1:27 N '64

WISE, THOMAS J.

WITCHCRAFT
First page of a 17th century anti-witchcraft manuscript presented by Harry G. Friedman. illus. XI 1:45 N '61

Wolfe, Thomas. Letter from Tom Wolfe to Melville Cane, 1929. illus. XIX 2:42 F '70

WOLGEMUT, MICHAEL
The Master and his “Treasury;” A gift from the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable Trust. Kenneth A. Lohf. XX 2:24-33 F '71

Woodring, Carl R. Lord Byron’s widow, 1825. XIV 3:11-20 M '65
New light on Byron, Trelawny, and Lady Hester Stanhope. XI 3:9-18 M '62

Woolf, Samuel J. Charcoal portrait of John Masefield, 1936. illus. XX 1:39 N '70
Kenneth A. Lohf and Eugene P. Sheehy

World War II
World War II French propaganda leaflet. illus. XVII 3:28 M ’68

Wouk, Herman. On being put under glass. V 3:3–9 M ’56

Wright, Frank Lloyd

Wyatt, Leo. Calligraphic engraving by Leo Wyatt. illus. XVI 1:36 N ’66

Yankee Doodle

Yeats, Jack B. Original pen and ink sketch by Jack B. Yeats in a letter written to John Masefield on July 18, 1911. illus. XIX 1:31 N ’69

Young, Laura S., jt. auth. see Lada-Mocarski, Polly

Type of illustration from De Caylus which inspired Josiah Wedgwood.